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The study of landslide dynamic process and impact damage has important

theoretical and practical significance for landslide risk quantitative assessment.

Taking Fenghuang Street landslide in Ningqiang County, Shaanxi Province,

China as an example, the dynamic process of landslide and its damage to

brick-concrete structure buildings are predicted by using discrete element

method. Firstly, a three-dimensional numerical landslide model is established

by means of the particle flow code system (PFC3D), which is based on landslide

investigation, surveying, engineering exploration and geotechnical testing.

Secondly, the whole process of landslide deformation, failure, movement

and impact damage was simulated, and the velocity, displacement and

impact force of the landslide in the motion process were quantitatively

studied. Thirdly, the building model (brick-concrete structure) located at the

foot of the landslide was constructed by PFC3D and finite element software

(Midas/gen), respectively. The characteristics of deformation and displacement

of the buildings after the landslide impact are analyzed, and the impact damage

of the landslide is predicted. The results show that the rear edge of Fenghuang

Street landslide first deforms and fails, and the leading edge is gradually pushed

out. After the locking section of the front edge is broken, the landslide begins to

slide as a whole, which is a typical push landslide. The main sliding time of the

landslide is about 30 s, the maximum average velocity is 3.2 m/s, and the

maximum displacement is about 40 m. After the landslide hits the building,

the building is displaced in the moving direction of the landslide, and the wall of

the building impacted by the landslide is destroyed, resulting in an collapse

evident. The relevant research methodologies and findings in this paper can

provide a reference for the risk assessment of the same type of landslides,

especially the quantitative assessment of the vulnerability for the brick-

concrete buildings at risk.
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Introduction

The research on quantitative prediction of landslide risk has

significant theoretical and practical implications for landslide

prevention and reduction. With the rapid advancement of

computer technology, the numerical method has become an

essential tool for simulating and analyzing the landslide

process. In recent years, the numerical approach has been

widely used due to its low cost, flexible parameter setting, no

size constraint, high compatibility, and repeated calculations,

among other benefits (Lo et al., 2016). At present, researchers

have developed numerical simulation software based on

different theories and constitutive models, which can be used

to simulate the deformation, failure, movement, and

accumulation of landslides, including the common finite

element method (Leshchinsky et al., 2015; Mi and Wang,

2021), discrete element method (Tang et al., 2012; Hu et al.,

2019; Chen and Song.2020), Lagrangian method (Zaniboni and

Tinti, 2014), material point method (Liu et al., 2020; Ying et al.,

2020) and smooth particle hydrodynamics method (Hu et al.,

2014; Choi et al., 2020) and other new numerical methods. In

contrast, the discrete element method (such as the particle flow

discrete element method) is not only suitable for simulating

large deformation, large displacement, and crack propagation,

but also a powerful tool for simulating the mechanical response

characteristics of real materials, allowing for further

investigation of the failure mechanism and movement

induced hazard process of landslides (Wei et al., 2019; Ma

et al., 2020).

In recent years, landslide simulations have extensively used

the particle flow code (PFC). For example, the failure behavior

of landslide material under different conditions were simulated

based on PFC2D software (Tang et al., 2009), the displacement

and velocity of particles in key parts of the landslide were

monitored and their movement characteristics were analyzed.

An in-depth analysis of the movement characteristics and

accumulation range of landslides was conducted by using

PFC3D (Lo et al., 2011). On the basis of examining the basic

parameters of landslide movement, the transformation

relationship of energy in the process of landslide movement

was discussed by Zou et al. Zou et al. (2017). Compared with the

simulation of the landslide movement process, the numerical

analysis of landslide impact hazard ability or impact intensity

has greater practical value for quantitative prediction of

landslide risk. At present, the research on the landslide

impact strength is limited to the numerical simulation of

ideal slope or simplified model test. For example, Li et al.

conducted a series of numerical tests on the impact of an

idealized landslide on the retaining wall based on PFC2D,

and obtained the effects of slope geometry, sliding distance,

wall position, and sliding surface friction on the wall impact

force (Li et al., 2017). Based on PFC3D and model test, Gao and

Meguid evaluated the impact strength of slope on retaining

walls (Gao and Meguid, 2017).

However, in the discrete element study, the retaining wall

impacted by a landslide is a rigid body, and there are few

discrete element models of masonry related to landslide

impact. Most research on masonry structures focus on

finite element software. For instance, on the basis of

landslide process analysis, the fluid-solid coupling research

is conducted and the structural response is evaluated through

three-dimensional finite element modeling by Liu et al.

(2018). Failure happens initially at the beam column

connection, and then the local damage to the impacted

column will eventually lead to structural damage. Luo et al.

simulated the flow dynamics of a landslide and its impact on

reinforced concrete buildings through the explicit time

integral analysis of LSDYNA (Luo et al., 2019; Luo et al.,

2021), and considered the damage to buildings under three

landslide strength levels. Andrewwinner used PLAXIS 3D

finite element software to model the original slope and

vertical cutting of the slope, analyzed the actual situation of

the site prior to its failure, studied the vulnerability of

buildings near the slope by using the support vector

method, and analyzed the impact of materials on their

failure (Andrewwinner et al., 2022).

In mountainous regions such as the southern Shaanxi

mountain of China, there are a high number of simple brick

concrete masonry buildings. However, it is not difficult to find

that the majority of the aforementioned research concentrated on

masonry buildings with frame structures. At present, there are

few researches on landslide impact damage of brick concrete

masonry buildings. At the same time, assessing the response and

vulnerability of buildings when affected by landslides remains a

weak link in landslide risk analysis. Therefore, the three-

dimensional numerical model of landslide and brick-concrete

structure building can analyze the impact force of landslide and

the damage degree of building, so as to determine the impact

strength of landslide more truly and accurately.

Therefore, in order to analyze the dynamic process and

predict the impact intensity of landslide, this paper takes

Fenghuang Street landslide as an example, and adopts the

methods of field investigation, survey and mapping, landslide

exploration, geotechnical testing and numerical simulation to

study the landslide movement characteristics and the impact

damage of brick-concrete buildings. The research results provide

a reference for quantitative risk assessment of shallow landslide

and have certain theoretical and practical significance.
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Geological environment and
landslide characteristics

Geological environment

The Fenghuang Street Landslide is located on the southern slope

of Fenghuang Mountain, Guangping Town, Ningqiang County,

Shaanxi Province, China (Figure 1). Geographical coordinates:

105°42′44″ E longitude, 32°47′44″N latitude. The study area has a

north subtropical monsoon climate with four-season and abundant

rainfall. The average annual temperature is 12°C–14°C, and the annual

average precipitation is 1,178 mm. Caojiagou River flows into

Guangping River from east to west at the foot of the landslide.

The regional strata are dominated byMiddle-Upper Proterozoic (Pt2-

3bk), and Quaternary sediments (Q4) overlie the bedrock. The

lithology of Middle-Upper Proterozoic is mainly composed of tuff,

and the Quaternary strata are dominated by Holocene alluvial

deposits (Q4
al+pl) and residual slope deposits (Q4

el+dl). According to

field investigation, the formation of Fenghuang Street landslide was

formed in the late Holocene. In addition, a regional fault runs from

west to east across Guangping Town, and the FenghuangMountain is

just located on the north boundary of the fault.

Landslide characteristics

The Fenghuang Street landslide has an average width of 300 m, a

length of 80 m and an estimated volume about 1.15×105 m3. The

elevations of the landslide crest and toe are 660 m and 603 m,

respectively, and the main sliding direction is 175°. Due to creep

FIGURE 1
Location of Fenghuang Street landslide: (A) the location of Guangping town in China; (B) the elevation distribution of Guangping Town and the
location of Fenghuang Street landslide; (C) three-dimensional image of Fenghuang Street landslide.
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deformation, some arc-shaped and polygonal tensile cracks were

formed in the rear of the landslide, extending more than 20 m in

length and 2–15 cm in width (Figure 2A; Figure 2B). A steep slope is

formed at the foot of the slope due to excavation, and there are

unloading tension cracks on the top surface of the slope (Figure 2C).

Under the influence of precipitation, there is a small-scale collapse

deformation towards the leading edge of the eastern end of the

landslide (Figure 2D).

FIGURE 2
Local image of Fenghuang Street landslide: (A) and (B) tensile crack; (C) steep slope; (D) small-scale collapse; (E) image taken by unmanned
aerial vehicle (the red line shows the landslide boundary and the purple line shows the location of a cross section I-I’).

FIGURE 3
Geological profile of section Ⅰ-Ⅰ’ (the location of the cross section is shown in Figure 2E).
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According to the engineering geological survey and on-site

investigation, the main materials of the landslide body are

composed of silty clay and have a maximum thickness of

about 10 m. The bedrock lithology is mainly Middle-Upper

Proterozoic tuff, and a short part of which are Quaternary

Holocene residual deposits and alluvial deposits with sandy

gravel and detritus (Figure 3).

Modeling and simulation

Landslide model construction

Micro-parameters calibration of landslide
material

Before establishing the numerical model of landslide, it is

necessary to test the shear-strength of landslide materials, so

as to provide the necessary basis for setting the numerical

simulation parameters. In this study, through field

investigation, material collection, specimen preparation,

laboratory testing and analysis (Figure 4A and Figure 4B),

the stress-strain curves of landslide material tested in

laboratory are shown in Figure 4C (the solid lines in

Figure 4C).

In the PFC numerical model of landslide, the parameters

are mainly the micro-strength parameters of particles and the

bond properties between particles, namely normal stiffness,

tangential stiffness, bond strength, friction coefficient, etc.

These values can be calibrated by repeated training and

numerical triaxial compression test with the initial values

on the basis of research experience (Figure 4D), and the

stress-strain curves corresponding to the training results

are compared with those measured in laboratory. When the

stress-strain curves are close to the geotechnical test curves in

laboratory, the current micro-parameter values can applied to

the landslide modeling. In this study, the triaxial compression

FIGURE 4
Themacro-strength test andmicro-strength parameters calibration of landslidematerials: (A)material collection and specimen preparation; (B)
triaxial compression test in laboratory; (C) stress-strain curves of landslide materials; (D) the flow chart of numerical triaxial compression and micro-
parameters calibration.
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test contains 52986 particle elements. After multi-parameter

adjustment and trial calculation, the stress-strain curves of the

numerical tests are very consistent with those of the laboratory

tests (Figure 4C), and the corresponding micro-parameters

results are displayed in Table 1.

In particular, in the particle discrete element method, the

constitutive properties of materials are mainly reflected by the

contact constitutive model between particles. In general, there

are three main types of particle contact constitutive models,

namely sliding model, linear contact model and parallel bond

model. The sliding model mainly characterizes the relative

motion characteristics between particles in contact, and it is

mainly used in the simulation of non-viscous materials

without considering the normal tension and tensile

strength between particles. The linear contact model can

define the normal and tangential contact stiffness between

two contact entities, and the parallel bond model can consider

the constitutive properties of filling materials or cementing

materials between particles. Therefore, the latter two models

are widely used in the simulation analysis of landslide

materials. Similarly, the linear contact model and parallel

bond model are applied to construct the numerical model

of Fenghuang Street landslide in this paper.

Landslide 3D model construction
After the calibration of the particle micro-parameters of the

landslide materials, the PFC3D system is applied to establish the

three-dimensional numerical model of Fenghuang Street

landslide based on the topographic and geological data

obtained from investigation, survey and mapping. The

technical flow chart and modeling results are shown in

Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively.

Sliding simulation

The whole process of Fenghuang Street landslide from

deformation, destruction, movement to accumulation is

simulated by using the 3D model (Figure 7). The

simulation findings indicate that the main sliding time of

the landslide is about 30 s. At the initial stage of the

movement, the rear edge of the landslide was destroyed

firstly under self-weight, but the leading edge exhibited no

discernible displacement (Figure 7A). About 5 s later, the left

side of the leading edge begins to move, while the

displacement on the right side lags behind. (Figure 7B).

With the increase of time, the sliding surface runs through

as a whole, and the velocity of the front part of the landslide

increases while the rear part decreases, demonstrating the

typical push landslide characteristic of “the rear pushes the

front” (Figures 7A–C). Due to the friction of the surface and

the blocking of the buildings, the majority of the landslide

bodies begin to decelerate and gradually accumulate at the

foot of the slope of the sliding (Figures 7D–F). Figure 8

shows the threat of landslide to buildings when the

movement stops.

Impact buildings simulation

Considering the limitation of computational performance,

the simulation described above only considered the

geometric size of the building, but did not consider the

material properties. As can be seen from Figure 8, the

landslide will cause varying degrees of damage to the

houses, especially the last row located in the middle of the

slope foot. In order to simulate the actual results of

damage, the discrete element model of the brick-concrete

structure house in the middle of the slope foot is

established in this study, in which the bricks are

simplified to the rigid blocks of the same size, and the

mortar materials are represented by the adhesion between

the blocks.

TABLE 1 Calibration results of micro-strength parameters of Fenghuang Street landslide model.

Density (kg·m−3) Rmin/Rmax (mm) Modulus (Pa) Friction Pb_ten (Pa/m) Pb_coh (Pa/m) Pb_fa (°) Pb_rmul

2000 75/100 4.0e6 0.55 2.0e6 2.0e6 20 0.5

FIGURE 5
The flow chart of landslide 3D modeling.
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FIGURE 6
Landslide model produced from PFC3D: (A) grid model; (B) geometric model.

FIGURE 7
Simulation of Fenghuang Street landslide movement.
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Most of the houses along the foot of the Fenghuang Street

landslide are 8 m high with two floors (Figure 2), and the

mortar strength grade are commonly M 7.5. Liang et al.

(2014) tested the shear strength of brick masonry joints

using M7.5 mortar according to the Standard for test

method of basic mechanical properties of masonry (the

Chinese standard: GBT50129-2011) in 2014, and calculated

the average shear strength of each sample to be 0.482 MPa. In

this study, the double shear test model of nine bricks is

constructed by r block element in PFC for numerical test

calibration (Figure 9), and the shear strength in the

displacement-shear stress curve is consistent with the

average shear strength in the physical test. Finally, the bond

parametersare assigned to the brick model (Table 2), and the

buildings model is established and simulated (Figure 10).

Results and discussion

Results

Velocity and displacement of landslide
According to landslide simulation, the real-time

monitoring curves of landslide dynamic characteristics are

show in Figure 11 (refers to velocity, displacement and

impact force). It can be see that the motion accelerates at

0–7.8 s and decelerates after 7.8 s, the peak velocity reaching

3.2 m/s and the displacement is 40 m ((Figure 11A). This is

basically consistent with results calculated by some common

statistical formulas (Table 3), refer to Scheidegger formula

(Scheidegger, 1973) and Xieson formula (translated by

Wang, 1989) here.

Impact force of landslide
The impact force of landslide is a key index to evaluate the

vulnerability of the elements at risk. Through the monitoring

of the impact force of Fenghuang Street landslide by the rigid

wall at the foot of the slope (Figure 11B), the maximum force is

FIGURE 8
Schematic diagram of landslide deposits.

FIGURE 9
Double shear test for brick-concrete buildings simulation: (A) double shear test model (mm); (B) numerical simulation of double shear test.

TABLE 2 Parameter table of masonry building model.

Parameter Deformation modulus (Pa) Fricion Density (kg/m3) Pb_ten (N/m) Pb_coh (N/m) Pb_fa (°) Pb_rmul

Value 1ε8 0.65 1850 3ε6 6ε3 20 0.5
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FIGURE 10
Landslide impact simulation: (A) a house model produced from discrete element method; (B) a rendering of the house affected by landslide.

FIGURE 11
Time history curves of landslide dynamic characteristics: (A) velocity and displacement curves; (B) impact force curve.

TABLE 3 Landslide velocity and displacement.

Velocity (m/s) Displacement (m)

Method Numerical method Scheidegger Numerical method Xieson formula

Formula —— V � ����
2gH

√ · ������������(1 − f · cot α)√
—— log(H/L) � 0.1 − 0.094 logV

Value 3.2 3.5 40 47.6

Here: α is the inclination angle of landslide surface, taking 35°; H is vertical drop of landslide center of gravity, taking 20m; L is landslide displacement (m);f is the friction coefficient of

landslide surface, Its estimation formula is: lg f =a×lgV+ b, where V is landslide volume 1.15×105 m3,a=-0.15666,b=0.62419.
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about 8.6×107 N. When the landslide stops moving, the

impact force is constant at about 6.5×107 N. What else, the

numerical simulation results of landslide impact force change

with time are basically consistent with the rule derived from

the Shen’s test for clastic flow (Shen et al., 2018).

Damage of buildings
Under the impact of landslide, the houses and other

elements at risk will suffer different degrees of damage.

According to the simulation results of Fenghuang Street

landslide impact to the building located in the middle of the

slope foot (Figure 12), the deformation damage occurs at the

bottom of the back wall after the landslide moves for 5 s. After

10 s, the deformation of the back wall begin to expand, and the

side walls also begin to deform, the displacement gradually

increases. After 20 s, the displacement of the masonry failure

extends to above the second floor, and the wall is further

damaged and deformed. After 30 s, some bricks leave the

back wall and the displacement is about 0.05–1.00 m. The

simulation results show that the Fenghuang Street landslide

may cause the collapse of some houses at the foot of the slope,

which poses a serious threat to the safety of life and property of

residents.

Discussion

Discussion for the velocity and displacement
The numerical simulation results of kinematic indexes such

as velocity and displacement of landslide are slightly smaller

than those statistical formulas (Table 3). We believe that the

reason is that the calculation formula abstracts and simplifies

the landslide model, and does not consider the energy

dissipation caused by collision and friction between the rock

and soil particles in the sliding body and sliding surface. As a

result, the kinematic indexes are slightly larger than the actual

values. However, for numerical simulation, the results of these

indexes are more reliable because the friction characteristics

between rock and soil particles and the energy dissipation in the

sliding process are taken into account. This is also consistent

with the understanding of existing related studies (Wei et al.,

2019).

Discussion for the impact force
Jiang et al., 2020 completed the test of dry particle flow

impact rigid obstacle in the laboratory and obtained the

corresponding impact force calculation formula. In their

analysis, the normal impact force (Fn) is composed of the

FIGURE 12
Cloud image of displacement of building walls at different times.
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dynamic impact force (Fd) and the static force (Fs) exerted by the

material perpendicular to the obstruction (Figure 13).

The formula is as follows:

Fn � Fd + Fs � ρdv
2bh0 + 1

2
kρsgbh1

2 (1)

here, ρd is the dynamic density (kg·m−3), v is the depth averaged

velocity (m·s−1), b is the chute width (m), h0 is the thickness of the

flowing layer (m), k is the earth pressure coefficient, ρs is the static

density (kg·m−3), g is gravitational acceleration (m·s−2), and h1 is

depth measured vertically down from the front of the free surface

(m). According to Equation 1, for the Fenghuang Street landslide,

k is equal to 1 (Ashwood and Hungr, 2016), ρd and ρs are

2000 kg m−3, g equals 9.81 m s−2, b is a unit width of 60 m, h0 =

5.0 m, h1 = 10.0 m. Thus, Fn(max ) = 6.4 × 107 N.

However, the numerical simulation monitors the vertical

rigid wall on the ground, while the Fn in Formula 1 is parallel

to the slope. Therefore, the normal impact force of the landslide

on the building wall is equal to Fn multiplied by the cosine value

of the slope angle. The comparison of impact forces of

Fenghuang Street landslide calculated by the two methods is

shown in Table 4.

According to the comparison in Table 4, it can be seen that

the numerical simulation results are slightly larger than the

calculation results. This maybe because the bond strength

between particles is considered in the numerical model and its

collision energy consumption is less than that of the weak bond

of dry particles in the laboratory test. However, they are close in

numerical value.

Discussion for the building damage
The discrete element method is used to simulate and predict

the damage of the building, and good results are obtained.

However, compared with the finite element method, it is

difficult for the discrete element method to perfectly consider

the strength characteristics of materials such as floor slab,

structure column and brick when building the house model.

Therefore, it is necessary to establish a finite element model for

buildings damage analysis to compare and discuss the

effectiveness of the discrete element model. In this study, the

finite element system Midas/gen was used to establish the house

model, and the landslide impact force obtained from the above

was equivalent to the new house model to compare and discuss

the effectiveness of the discrete element model.

Firstly, we need to analyze the distribution characteristics of

landslide impact force at different heights to determine the load

of the wall per unit area. Because the impact force in Figure 11B is

a dynamic force, we need to convert it into an equivalent impact

force by using Formula 2 and Formula 3.

E � ∫T3

T1

f(t)dt � S (2)

F � E

ΔT
� S

T3 − T1
(3)

where: T1 is the time when the landslide starts to move (s); T3 is

the time when the landslide stops moving (s); E is landslide

impulse (N·s); S is the area under the impact force curve (N·s); f
(t) is to monitor the horizontal impact force (N); F is the

equivalent impact force (N).

The impact forces at different heights of rigid walls in

Figure 11B are shown in Figure 14A. According to Formula 1

and Formula 2, the fitting curves of the equivalent impact force of

landslide at different heights of the wall are shown in Figure 14B.

The linear relationship between the equivalent impact force

and the height is: F = - 1.64185Hi + 13.10134 (R2 = 0.98) and the

horizontal load is p=-27362.91 H+218356, with the maximum

impact load being 2.18×105Pa. The results demonstrate that the

equivalent impact force increases with the height of the wall.

Figure 15 depicts how the impact load varies with height.

Secondly, we use Midas/gen system to establish the finite

element model of the middle house at the foot of the landslide.

The model employs a cast-in-place concrete floor with a

thickness of 100 mm; the masonry wall adopts ordinary

sintered brick with a thickness of 240 mm; the width of the

building is 8m; and the height of each floor is 4 m. The brick body

consisting of sintered ordinary bricks with a strength grade of

MU10 and ordinary mortar with an M7.5 mortar grade.

According to the elastic modulus table of masonry in the

“Code for design of masonry structures” (Chinese Standard:

GB5003-2011), the elastic modulus of sintered ordinary brick

at mortar strength gradeM7.5 is 1600f, and f is the design value of

compressive strength of unbored concrete block masonry, which

is 2.50 MPa. The Poisson’s ratio for sintered ordinary brick

FIGURE 13
Diagram showing rigid barrier impacted by dry granular flow.

TABLE 4 Comparison of impact forces based on numerical simulation
and calculation.

Fn(max) (N) Fn (N)

Numerical simulation 8.6×107 6.5×107

Calculation 5.2×107 4.8×107
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masonry is 0.15, the linear expansion coefficient is 5×10–6/°C, the

elastic modulus is 4×10–6 kN/m2, and the bulk density is

20 kN/m2.

Thirdly, the landslide equivalent impact force is loaded with

the building model. In Midas/gen, the impact load is equivalent

to the static load multiplied by the impact factor (impact factor

1.2). The impact force is loaded on the house back wall within

8 m above the ground. The loading mode of house load is self-

weight load, roof dynamic load and permanent load, without

considering the influence of wind load and other loads.

Figure 16 illustrates the SIG-EFF stress and displacement

cloud diagram after the masonry structure is subjected to the

impact load of the landslide. From Figure 16A, the overall

structural stress of the wall is about 3–8 MPa, the bottom of

the masonry structure is constrained by the fixed end, and the

structural stress in the middle and bottom of the structural

column in the impact surface is high. From Figure 16B,

because there is no support at the impact wall but a

window on it, the deformation is relatively large, However,

the displacement of the structural column and the

vertical wall is relatively small, and the outward

displacement of the window as the center is reduced, which

is similar to the displacement of discrete element house model

above. The maximum displacement of 2 m of the impacted

wall surface indicates that the masonry structure is severely

damaged.

FIGURE 14
Characteristics of landslide impact force in height direction: (A) curves of impact force at different heights; (B) the fitting curve of equivalent
impact force and height.

FIGURE 15
Schematic diagram of uniform load distribution on building wall: (A) diagram of uniform load; (B) uniform load on the finite element masonry
house model.
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Conclusion

In this paper, the dynamic process of Fenghuang Street

landslide in Ningqiang County, Shaanxi Province, China is

simulated by discrete element method, and the landslide

impact damage to buildings at the foot of the slope is

predicted. Through research and comparative analysis, it is

concluded that the maximummoving distance of the landslide

can reach 40 m, the peak velocity can reach 3.2 m/s, and the

maximum horizontal impact force can reach 8.6×107 N.

Landslide can causes serious damage to the houses near the

foot of the slope, especially those located at the middle

position, which should be paid enough attention to. At the

same time, this study improves the necessary reference for

landslide risk assessment using discrete element method,

especially the quantitative prediction of vulnerability for

the elements at risk. However, there are some limitations in

the study of this paper. For example, the landslide model does

not consider the strength difference of landslide materials in

the depth direction, and due to the limitation of calculation

performance, it fails to establish a complete simulation model

for all buildings, no matter the discrete element model or the

finite element model. These deficiencies are also the focus of

our next research.
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FIGURE 16
The stress and displacement nephogram of building impacted by landslide: (A) stress nephogram; (B) displacement nephogram.
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